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Women's Honorary Staff Named A lvin Y. W ells
Famous Hop Quadrille to Be
Orediggers
Initiates Twenty-two) j Q p r o d u c e
Frontier Dance
Talks on Science
Preparations
Wi l l M e e t
Feature Number
At Authors’ Club
WildDuck”
Progressing
Grizzly Club

OW we hear that through the plans
of the Public Works Administra
tion, the State University w ill likely
receive a number of pieces of decora
tive-art for its buildings. The program
provides for as many as eleven needy
artists of Montana who, satisfactorily
proving their worth as such, w ill re
ceive employment from the adminis
tration in making decorative pieces
for public buildings. The county court
house already has a large number of
murals which were painted by Paxson,
and we judge that the city hall will
require some painting that any artist
could do before it w ill be an accept
able location for pieces of art. This
will likely mark the State University
as the location for a large share of
the works that are distributed in this
district.

N

HE Masquers' plays spoke for
themselves this week-end, sending
enthusiastic audiences out the doors
at the close of each performance. The
excellent qualities of the one-acts
more than surmounted any of the dull
or muddled situations. “Release" was
especially well accepted; in addition
to the fine performance of the cast, it
is an outstanding exam ple of the per
fect one-act play. The humor of “The
Cocklepfiefer
Case"
was
readily
grasped by the campus audience and
left every person with a sm ile on his
face. The plays are the best kind of
advertisement that directors of “The
Wild Duck” could ask.

T

N THE 30th of this month groups
all over the United States will
join with President Roosevelt In the
celebration of h is birthday. The cele
brations will be in the nature of birth
day dances, the proceeds of which will
go to the funds of institutions estab
lished for the treatm ent and preven
tion of infantile paralysis. The affair
is certainly one worthy the support
of every student of the State Univer
sity.

O

rjIH E idea of engraved silverware for
the Varsity Vodvil awards this year
is a practical one and w ill surely meet
with the approval of several of the
groups. We expect, though, that some
groups are Intent upon enlarging their
cup collection and w ill not find silver
ware conspicuous enough as a rushing
agent. Then, too, there is always the
danger of the light-fingered guests
who think it only right to take home
a spoon or so as a souvenir. Oneswhich were engraved as Varsity Vod
vil awards would be especially attrac
tive to them.
YEAR’S subscription to the Fron
tier and Midland should mean
quite a bit to any sorority or frater
nity house, or to the individual should
he be among the Independents. Those
groups which we expect to be par
ticularly interested are the ones which
maintain chapter libraries in their
houses. Officers In charge of these
libraries will work eagerly at this op
portunity to secure consecutive issues
of the magazine for a full year. We
hope that whoever wins this contest
does so with a pleasingly large ticket
sale. The Frontier and Midland is
worth it.

A

O-ED FORMAL was one of the best
dances ever given by the women
of the University. Carefully planned
for the convenience of all, the dance
eliminated much of the confusion
characteristic of the affair in past
years. We have heard no one who did
not think it a grand b all' from start
' t o finish.

C

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
DOES DIETETIC WORK
Helen Larsen, a graduate of the
Department of Home Economics in
1933, is now doing dietetic work in the
Pennsylvania hospital In Philadelphia
The hospital was founded in 1756 by
Benjamin Franklin and is credited
with being the oldest in the United
S tates. It is located ju st a few blocks
from Independence hall.

Tannn • of - Spur Conducts Formal
Initiation for 1934 Pledges
Selections Made From Residence
H alls and Greek Letter
Formal initiation of the 1934 mem
Unique Tickets for Foresters’ Ball
Houses Announced
bers of Tanan-of-Spur was held yes
terday afternoon at 4:30 o’clock in the
Are O rdered; 300 Acres
The representatives from the fra A. W. S. room in Main hall. Margaret
Of Trees Cut
ternity and sorority houses and the Breen of Bridger, president of the 1933
residence halls who are to dance the Spurs, presided.
Three hundred acres of trees have
old-fashioned quadrille as a specialty
Those initiated were Dorothea Apb e e n . cut, 14 truckloads of boughs
number at the Frontier dance next plequist, Bonner; Christina Benson,
trimmed, 700 pounds of cotton for
Friday have beeh selected. The stu Hathaway; Carol Black, Shelby; Vir
padding the seats in the Ranger’s
dents taking part in it are Marie Ben ginia Bode, Butte; T helm a Buck, KalDream have been purchased, and sev
son, Hathaway; Virginia Cooney, H el ispell; Velma Clark, Antelope; Dor
eral gallons of punch have been orena; Janice Koppe, B illings; Helen othy Eastman, Missoula; Jane Guthrie,
dered as the various com mittees in
Kelleher, Stanford; Gladys Larson, Choteau; Norma Hammer, Stanford;
charge of the annual Paul Bunyan
Helena; Lotus McKelvie, Anaconda; Edith Hankins, Judith Gap; Mary
stampede make preparations for the
Helen Meloy, Townsend; Eleanor Pot Francis Hardin, Whitehall; Lilian
gala event on the eve of February 9.
ter, Greenough; Marlon Ritter, Fort Hopkins, Missoula; Margaret Johnson,
The Wood Butchers have been chopBenton;
Ruth
Romano,
Salmon, Valier; Pearl Johnson, Harlowton;
pin’ high and they’ve been choppin’
Idaho; Dorothy Simmons, Wisdom; Winifred Keyes, Missoula; Evelyn
low getting in the necessary amount
Catherine Slnnott, Butte; Ed Alex Kuhrke, Rapelje; H elen Meloy, Town
of trees to decorate the men’s gym
ander, Whitehall; Steve Angland, send; Betty Ann Polleys, Missoula;
nasium. The finance men are g lee
Great Falls; George Bolleau, Mill- Eleanor Potter, Greenough; E loise
fully rubbing their hands as they
town; Don Cowles, Livingston; Bill Ruffcorn, Glasgow; Elizabeth Schu
dream of the money rolling in. Signs
Garvey, Oak Park, 111.; Frank Holm- bert, Great Falls, and Peggy Wilcox,
have been prepared and w ill be dis
berg, Anaconda; Dick Karnes, Libby; Sweet Grass.
played throughout the countryside,
Robert
Lodmell,
Brockton;
Don
announcing the coming of the greatest
Marrs, Harlowton; Roy Peden, Miles
of great events.
City; Howard Rutherford, Great Falls.
Unique tickets are on the way direct
Fossil Cigar Is Resurrected
Harriet Calhoun, Livingston, will
from Old Man Bunyan’s workshop.
accompany the dancers and Dave
For Professorial Exchange
Whole herds of cattle are being fat
Duncan, Billings, will call.
tened to slaughter in tim e for the
Professor
E. F. A. Carey’s habit
The dancers are to m eet Wednes
woodsmens’ frolic. Music, a very im
of accepting cigars that are of
day night at 7:30 o’clock in the
portant factor, has been ably taken
fered
him
and
giving them to Prof.
women's gymnasium to practice under
care of by the committee in charge
A. S. Merrill last week brought to
the direction of Miss Ruth Nickey,
and the band will be in tip-top form
light an 18-year-old cigar which
assisted by George Boileau. It is nec
by the ninth. The Ranger’s Dream,
Professor Carey had stuffed into
essary that they wear gym shoes.
always essential, w ill have that sooth
an old swallow-tailed coat pocket
ing effect on the patrons that has be
at some party away back in 1916.
come famous throughout collegiate
Needless to say,. Professor Merrill,
circles.
The bar, another popular
avid smoker though he may be,
spot, w ill have an ample supply of
didn’t smoke that cigar. Instead,
thirst quenchers on hand.
he’s considering adding it to the
The two dining rooms will also be
University fossil collection.
supplied with music, an orchestra in
Last Tuesday, Carey was invited
each banquet hall. The lighting ef
to a party given by the Orchard
fects offer something different from
Home's Country Life club. When
that to which the dance loving public
for Speedy Employment he returned, he reached into the
has been accustomed. All in all, pre Plea
pocket of the 18-year-old swallowOf NeatrDestitute Collegians
parations for the coming Foresters’
Thil that Mrs. Carey had resur
Is Made By Bureau
ball, to be held in the men’s gymna
rected from some dark corner.
sium February 9, are alm ost com
And he found a cigar!
Scantily
clad,
poorly
fed,
sleeping
in
plete.
Now Professor Carey has a
basements and attics, a group of six
habit of taking cigars when they
or eight State University underclass
are offered, though he doesn’t
men are existing on a minimum of
smoke him self. He always gives
money.
them to Professor Merrill, “Well,"
Authentic tales are told and retold
Carey said to Mrs. Carey, “I’ll
about these students coming to school
take it up to Merrill." But Mer
with $10 or $15 more than their
rill, the next morning, looked be
tuition fees, scarcely more clothes
fore he smoked, and discovered
Pledging to Take Place Tomorrow than are on their backs, and a lot of
that it was a mere 18 years old.
fortitude and optimism. They are
Afternoon; Gronp Purpose
And then Mr. Carey remembered
illin
g
to
work'and
eager
to
learn
but
Is Discussed
the coat. Now he’s racking his
there are apparently no jobs to be had
brain, trying to remember the
“Pledging for Alpha Kappa Psl, na and they w ill be forced to withdraw
party at which he reecived that
tional commercial society, w ill be from school unless someone com es to
cigar in 1916!
Wednesday at 3 o’clock in Prof. E. R. their aid in the near future.
People have been w illing to let them
Sanford’s office in Craig hall, and ini
tiation of new members w ill be held sleep in unused basements and attics
at 7:30 o’clock in the foyer of the and in return the students have been
Little Theatre," Kenneth Hufford, | tending furnaces and doing odd jobs.
Missoula, president of the society, said Still that is not enough. They must
have jobs for either board or room
Monday.
At the m eeting of the society Friday, if they are to remain in school. One
ten prospective pledges were present of them receives so little outside a s
and heard the officers of Alpha Kappa sistance that he m ust have both board University Orchestra Is to Appear
Psl and faculty of the School of Busi and room jobs.
In Main Hall Auditorium,
Despite their handicaps the men are
ness Administration discuss the pur
Welsbergr Directing
all
average
students.
pose of the organization and the h is
Anyone knowing of jobs that w ill
tory of the local chapter.
The University Symphony orchestra,
Right now we have 11 pledges, enable these men to continue their under the direction of Prof. A. H.
and we expect that 10 more will be education is requested to communi Weisberg, will appear in a ooncert on
In Professor Sanford’s office for for cate <wlth Hazel Mumm, head of the Sunday afternoon, January 28, at 4
mal pledging Wednesday,” Hufford student employment bureau. Thus far o’clock in Main hall auditorium.
stated. Allen Conrad, L aurel; .B ill it has been impossible for the bureau
Those who will appear are: First
Harris, Deer Lodge, and Charles Roh-1 to find jobs for them.
violins—R ussell Watson, concertmas-

(<

Hewitt and Shaw Designing Sets
For Use in Masquers’
Winter Performance
The production staff for "The Wild
Duck,” by Henrik Ibsen, the Montana
Masquer’s major production for the
winter quarter, consists of: Stage man
ager—Harold Shaw, Missoula; assist
ants, Joe Swan, Missoula; John Blair,
Forsyth; Charles McDonald, Missoula.
Master electrician—John Clark, Mis
soula; assistants — Dick Shaw, Mis
soula;
George Boileau, Missoula.
B usiness manager—Mary Kohn, Mis
soula; assistants, Jane Sanders, Great
Falls; Annie Evans, Roundup; Helen
Ostendorf, Cleveland, O.; Lois Schini,
Missoula. Makeup—Genevieve Krum,
Anaconda. Costume m istress—Vivian
Bower, Tarkio.
Properties—Gladys
Avery, Anaconda.
B. W. Hewitt, director of dramatics,
and Harold Shaw are designing the
two stage sets necessary for the pro
duction. The first scene takes place
in the study of the home of Werle,
the wholesale dealer. The other scene
takes place in Hjalmar Ekdal’s photo
graphy shop.
“The Wild Duck” is scheduled for
production February 7, 8, 9 and 10.
Each performance w ill begin a t 8:15
o’clock except on February 9, when it
will start at 7:30 o’clock as the For
esters' ball Is also being held that
evening. Students w ill be admitted
upon presentation of their A. S. U. M.
books.
Arrangements for securing
tickets will be announced at a later
date.

Bacteriophage Is Topic of Discussion
At Group’s Meeting
Held Saturday

Montana Will Start Three-Game
Tour Against Miner Quint
At Butte Thursday
“The Bacteriophage, its Nature and

Properties,” was the subject which
Prof. Alvin Y. W ells discussed at the
meeting of the Authors’ club Satur
day at University church. Dinner was
served at 6:30 o’clock and the discus
sion took place directly afterward.
Professor W ells discussed the sig
nificance of bacteriophage in the
treatment of infectious disease' and in
the purification of water. The subject
is in the same field as Professor
W ells’ doctor’s thesis. He is a new
member of the club.
Professor Lennes states that the
membership of the club is now more
than sixty.

Mountaineers Have
Dinner, Dance, Hike
Ski

Trip Up Hayes’ Creek
Is Next On Schedule

Slide

A party, a dinner, and a short hike
were the events last w eek in which
the Mountaineers participated. The
dinner and dance were given Friday
night at the University church, while
the short trip up Woods Gulch was
made Sunday.
More than forty Mountaineers at
tended the dinner and dance. Pictures
taken on Mountaineers hikes during
the past two years were shown during
the evening. Thirteen members made
the trip up Woods Gulch, a tw o-mile
trek. Vera Brunner w as leader.
On the Mountaineers’ calendar for
the week of January 22-28 is a skiing
trip up the H ayes’ Creek slide on Blue
mountain, Members of the organiza
tion say that the slide is the best they
have found in the mountains about
Missoula. Mary Jo Pershina of the
Public Exercises Committee Presents Forest Service w ill act as leader. The
Third Free Lecture
party w ill leave the Yankee cafe at 9
Of Quarter
o’clock Sunday morning, and Moun
taineers are requested to inform Miss
Dr. W. G. Bateman, head of the De Pershina If they intend to go.
partment of Chemistry, w ill speak on
“Present Legislation and Pure Foods
and Drugs,” at .8 o ’clock tonight in
Main hall auditorium. This is the
third of a series of free lectures to be
delivered this quarter under the direc
Following is the schedule of group
tion of the Public Exercises com
pictures to be taken for the Sentinel
mittee.
this week:
Dr. Bateman will discuss briefly the
Tuesday night, January 23: 7:30—
history of pure foods and drugs legis
Mortar Board; 7:45—Traditions com
lation in reference to the difficulties
mittee; 8:00 — H i-Jinx committee;
encountered with the present laws.
8:15 — Newman club; 9:00 — Kappa
He w ill also bring forth the remedies
Kappa Psi. Tuesday afternoon at 5
embodied in the' proposed Tugwell
o’clock—Masquers.
bill, now before Congress.
Wednesday night, January 24: 7:30
The bill contains two major changes.
—Kappa Tau. Members of the latter
The first of these includes regulations
organization are to be assessed from
of present food and drug advertising.
30 to 60 cents each for their picture,
The second brings cosm etics under
the president has announced. 7:45—
legal control, the phase which w ill re
Press Club; 8:00 — Varsity Vodvil
ceive special comment from Dr. Bate
committee; 8:15—Kappa Psi; 8:30—
man.
Central Board; 8:45—Tanan-of-Spur;
9: OO-^Debate Union.
Thursday night, January 25: 7:45—
Foresters’ club.
All of the pictures w ill die taken at
Ace Wood’s studio and all groups are
urged to be on time. If any groups
“Elementary Algeba” to Be First of have not yet arranged for a picture
A Series of Texts
date, they are asked to g et in touch
el, Columbia Falls, w ill be initiated
ter, Missoula; Mary Davis, Missoula;
with some member of the Sentinel
Wednesday.
Kathryn Bailey, Corvallis; Harriet
“Elementary Algebra," the first of staff at once.
Hufford said that the “Diary,” pub-1
Gillespie, Grass Range; Dorothy East a series of three or four textbooks
lication of Alpha Kappa Psi, rated
man, Missoula; Betty Lee Miller, that Dr.,N . J. Lennes has been writ
ZACHARY NEW MANAGER
first among all publications of com
Idaho Falls, Idaho; Dorothy Klie- ing, w ill be off the press by May 1,
mercial societies.
mann, Great Falls. Second violins— Dr. Lennes said yesterday. First
Wyman
Zachary of Bridger has
Chemistry, Geology and Biology Are Mary Jean McLaughlin, M issoula; Vir proofs are expected during tbe first
been appointed circulation manager
Fields of Research Work
ginia Wilcox, Missoula; Maribeth week of February.
of the Frontier’ and Midland in place
RADIO PROGRAM
Kitt, Missoula; Virginia Hallam, Mis
Dr. Lennes said that the new pub
Tonight from 7:45 Until 8 ©’Clock
News of four graduates has been soula. Violas— Dorothy Mueller, Mis lication has been used in mimeo of Harvey Thlrloway. Thirloway has
gone
to Washington, D. C., where he
Ireceived by Prof. W. G, Bateman of soula. ’Cellos—Doris Merriam, Mis- graphed form during the last two
is working and plans to attend night
Ruth Wallace, reading “The Jump the Department of Chemistry. Ed soua; Catherine Potter, Missoula;
years In one of the mathematics
school.
ing Frog,’’ by Mark Twain.
iMertz, who received a B.A. in chem Marjorie Miles, Helena.
classes of Missoula county high
Double basses—Harold Tupper, Mis school. He has designed the book to
istry in 1931, received h is M.A. from
soula;
George
Hillman,
Livingston;
Ithe University of Illinois in 1933. His
be understandable and simple, but he
thesis was “Protein and Oxy-protein Kenneth Coughlin, Butte. Flute— Mau has also made it comprehensive. In
in Nutrition.” He plans to continue rice Welssman, Great Falls. Clarinets previous series of algebra textbooks,
— Dorothy Howard, Melstone; Audrey | Dr. Lennes has collaborated with
work in this field.
Walter Donaldson, who also re Beal, Anaconda; John Shenk, Erie, others, but the new book w ill be his
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman will
“Historical Methods as Used in So ceived his degree in 1931, received his Pa.; Kenneth Davis, Missoula. Cor own production entirely. The pub be the guest of honor at the annual
cial Work" was the subject of a talk I M.A. degree from Purdue university nets—Thelma Buck, K allspeli; Olaf lishers are MacMillan & Company.
Tanan-of-Spur banquet tonight at the
Adelaide Butler,
given by Harold Tascher, professor h ast June. The subject of h is thesis Bredeson, Iuga;
Dr. Lennes has just been Informed Florence hotel at 6:30 o’clock. There
William
Trosper, Ronan. Ithat 8,000,000 copies of h is “Test and will be 38 old and new Spurs present.
in the Department of Economics and was "Crystallization of Citric Acid Froid;
Trombones — Maro Butchart, Chou Practice Sheets in Arithmetic” have
Sociology, at a meeting of the History E sters.”
Dean Sedman, acting as m istress of
club Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock
Don Sanders, who graduated in teau; Charles McCormick, Missoula: !been sold. He has ju st completed a ceremonies, w ill be the first speaker.
at the home of Pr-of. and Mrs. P. C. 11931 with a degree in biology, is now Kermit Eckley, Lewislown. Tuba— revision of and addition to this text. T oasts w ill be given by Virginia Bode,
Phillips.
attending the school of medicine at IEdward Jeffrey, Missoula. Tympanl—
Butte, president of the* 1934 chapter,
He explained the case history meth St. Louis university. He has a grad Mrs. Darrel Parker.
Martha Averlll, ’33, is working- in on “Service"; Margaret Breen, Brid
The orchestra is now in its fifteenth the federal em ployment agency in ger, president of the 1933 chapter,
od as used in social work. At the con uate fellowship in micro-anatomy.
clusion of Professor Tascher’s talk
N. E. Shute, ’30, is continuing work year.
“Pep"; Betty Ann Polleys, Missoula,
Helena.
—
the members of the club held a dis In the field of geology at Harvard unl“Unity," and Dorothea Appelquist,
cussion. The H istory club is open to jversity, where he now has a graduate I Erling Oss visited friends in Ana
Delta Sigm a Lambda announces the Bonner, “Rep." Dorothy Eastman,
upperclassmen interested in history. {fellowship.
con d a.over the week-end.
pledging of Shirley Lund of Missoula. Missoula, will sin^ several selections.

Wolf Howls
A t Doorstep
Of Students

Bateman to Talk
On Pure Foods,
Drug Legislation

Alpha Kappa Psi
Will Initiate New
M em b ers S oon

Photo Schedule

Symphony Group
T o Be Presented
On J a n u a r y 28

Lennes’ New Book
To Appear May 1

News of Graduates
Sent to Professor

Tascher Speaks
A t Club Meeting

Sedman Will Be
Guest at Banquet

Coach A. J. Lewandowskl’s Montana
Grizzlies, armed with the first leg of
the 1934 state basketball crown, travel
to Butte Thursday to meet the School
of Mines Orediggers in the second
game of their series. The Grizzlies
won the first encounter on their home
court, but the odds w ill be against
them on the Butte court.
The Grizzlies now hold first claim
to the state hoop title by their 46-38
trouncing of the Miners here. The
Miners defeated the State College
Bobcats by a one-point margin at
Butte, putting-that club at the bottom
of the race. The Miner game and a
tw o-series against the Bobcats later,
in the season remain ahead of the
Grizzlies if they want to coihe out on
top of the pile this year.
Miners Are Confident
The Butte fans are undaunted by
their team’s loss here January 13 and
s till have confidence that their Mines
club w ill come through with the state
title. Interest is high in the Mining
City, and odds favor the Orediggers to
win. Charlie McAuliffe’s club i: i:,
the prime of condition now, and is
ready to m eet the Grizzlies. Erick
Erickson
and Ray Gallant, the
two Miner forward hot-shots, have
come out of their slump and are sink
ing their shots consistently. These
two men, -with Walsh and" Murphy,
w ill provide- plenty of trouble for the
Grizzlies if they are in form. Tom
Tobin and Johnny Larimer w ill hold
down the guard positions with Mur
phy, and will present a stout defensive
wall for the Grizzlies to meet.
The Grizzlies looked w ell in their
first encounter with the Ellensburg
Normal quint Friday night, but lapsed
into worse than mediocre playing for
the second contest. They w ill have
to be in the best of form in order to
make it interesting for the Miners
when they m e et Reynolds, Hlleman,
Rhlnehart and H olloway are doing
capable work at the guard positions
and should do w ell in Thursday
night’s contest, while H eller and
Dahlberg have plenty of tough work
ahead when they run into W alsh or
Larimer.
Two R eferees Named
The referee question s till irks the
minds of both sides, although both
Val Glynn and Beary have been ob
tained to work the game together.
Glynn was favored over here, while
the Butte officials wanted to have
Beary. His m istake was that he stated
he thought the Miners could not be
beaten, and this gave him an unsavory
reputation as an official.
The game against the Miners opens
a three-game tour for the Grlkzlies.
They w ill m eet Montana State Normal
at Dillon on Friday night, and w ill
then travel to Pocatello, Idaho, to
meet the Southern Branch of Idaho.

Forestry Students
Initiated Into Club
Nineteen New Members Accepted
At Bi-Weekly Meeting
Nineteen new members were ini
tiated into the Forestry club last
Wednesday evening a t their bi-weekly
meeting in the School of Forestry
library. The remainder of the m eet
ing was taken up with general busi
ness, Foresters’ ball, Forestry Kalmin
and the sale of the Forestry Songbooks being discussed.
The follow ing men were initiated:
Cliff Pool, Torrington, Wyo.; Dick
Valiton, Seattle, Wash.; James Hen
nings, Evanston, 111.; Millard Edgmond, Missoula; JameB Doyle, Monida; Robert Lumby, Missoula; W esley
Pickens, H untley; Earl Dunahay,
Miles City; Robert Kingsbury, Den
ton; Norval Bonawitz, Lewistown;
Bill Krueger, Bozeman; Dick Wil
liams,'M issoula; Orval Erwin, Charlo;
Wilfred Dresskell, Rosalia, Wash.;
John B ossier, Dutton; Leonard Peter
son, Missoula; Ray Johnson, Nashua;
Howard Doyle, Atlanta, Ga., and Ron
ald Watters, Nashua.
REGAN RECEIVES POSITION
Patricia Regan, graduate of the
School of Journalism, '32, has received
a position in New York City as sec
retary to Mr. Walheim of the law firm
of Newgess, Mayfack and Walheim.
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Golf Course or Student Union Building?
Sometimes we wonder just why the State University provides the
State Legislature with so many opportunities for digs, criticism and
investigation. This year we seem to have been particularly unfor
tunate and in very bad grace with the senators and representatives.
And it all started just because someone, with the best of student in
terests at heart, decided that we should have a Student Union building.
The story by this time is well known. President Clapp applied for
a $300,000 loan from the national government The loan was
granted, but had to be accepted by the legislature, whereupon a
special committee was appointed to determine the “ necessities and
facilities for liquidation of buildings requested by the-various institu
tions of the State of Montana.”
In a preliminary rep o rt the committee vowed that it had dutifully
investigated thoroughly the way in which past appropriations had been
expended and had decided that expenditures had been made at vari
ous times with “ small regard to recommendations made by the Legis
lature at the time of making the appropriation.” The State University
came in for its usual share of comment and criticism in this report,
and the members of the investigating committee decided that perhaps
the $50,000 in accumulated funds which was to back the loan, was not
there at all— perhaps. And so they decided to investigate.
Among other things, this preliminary report criticized the purchase
of the ten acres of land just north of the heating plant (Forestry
nursery) because the state has paid the rent every year merely because
“ they cultivated it and raised some trees on i t . . . and perhaps if they
build the Union building the State may be charged for using it under
the disguise that the State does not own it.” Also criticized was the
building of Corbin hall and “ then charging plenty in order to pay off
a debt to nearly $60,000 which was profit made on 300 students in
five years, and for this purpose now they want to exploit them for new
adventures.” They also favored the establishment of a Union building
in one of the present buildings and decided that it would be very nice
if it was the Eastern Montana Normal School which wanted the build
ing, but for the State University at Missoula— well, maybe not.
And so began an investigation which threatened to rock the presi
dent and business manager from their pedagogical thrones. Student
officers, past and present, were summoned to Helena and there sub
jected to listening to innumerable comments on their Alma Mater,
ranging from the Student store to Hi-Jinx. And soon it was all over.
The legislators found no “dishonest or criminal misuse of the«students’
money, but the method of investment and care of the funds are not to
be commended.” The report was filed without discussion. It sug
gested a change in the management of the store, less domination by
administrative heads, and the addition of personnel officers. Noth
ing really constructive or beneficial to the University was contained in
the report.
Prone as we are to criticize the legislature and its investigation, we
do have to make one commendation— it showed us, the student body,
that we should take more interest in the handling of our own private
funds; perhaps watch over them and see that they were not again
invested in golf courses.

“--And I Laughed and I Laughed”
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Paul Banyan’s Trick
dock, Prof, and Mrs. Paul Bischoff
This story is one of the welland Miss Helen Gleason.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Blewett of Butte
known Bunyan tales, told from
Music was furnished by Les Smith
were guests of their son, Alex, at the
Michigan to the coast, which
and Leo Valiton.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house Sunday.
shows some of the professional
Musical numbers were contributed
logger’s scorn for the part-time
Sigma Kappa held formal pledging by Betty Wright, Laura Nicholson,
logger.
for Josephine Blair Sunday.
Mary Hamilton, Harriet Calhoun and
By YALE, JR.
Edward Astle and Edward Cooney Sue Schabel.
Come all you stump ranch loggers and
of Butte, Robert Strong of St. Ignatius
slick shod choker men
SEEN THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
and Francis Good of Helena were
Kappa Delta Tea
And learn how we gathered the round
John Sullivan getting his words
week-end guests at the Sigma Phi Ep
In honor of Miss Faith Kuter of
stu ff up on the Skinney Ben.
mixed up much to the embarrassment
silon house.
• Beloit, Wise., a member of Kappa You fellers call this logging, just
of “Fluff" Mumm. . . . Dick Lake en
Delta at Psi chapter at Lawrence col
Clifford
Cline,
Dillon,
was
a
Sunday
sixty cars a day;
joying the rain. . . . University Foot
lege in Appleton, Wis.,. and national We kids beat that when I was young
ball Field taking on a “Rose Bowl dinner guest at the Alpha Tan Omega
Inspector of the sorority, the local
and thought that it was play.
aspect. . . . George Sayatovlch enter house.
Joan Morrison, Marion Morse, Joan chapter entertained at a formal re My first real throw at logging' w as in
ing into the “Sweet Adeline” stage. .
ception Sunday afternoon from 3 to 5
B ig Ole’s camp
Williams,
Nadine
Whitford
and
Elolse
Faculty Members entering the Inter
o’clock. In the receiving line were When he was racing Banyan to be the
fraternity bowling tournament for the Ruffcorn were Sunday dinner guests
Miss
Kuter,
Dean
Harriet
Rankin
Sedskidding champ.
first time in history. . . . Prof. Rams at the Alpha Phi house.
man, Mrs. C. H. Elliott, Miss Evelyn From sun to sun be drove us, till we
kill taking the honors for the day. . .
Dr. W. P. Smith of Columbia was
were nearly dead,
Jack Cougill hunting for night-prowl the week-end guest of his son, ■'Wll- Blaeser, Miss Jeannette Eldering and
ers with his flashlight. . . . Harold liam, at the Alpha Tau Omega house. Mrs. C. B. Avery. During the after- U n d many tim es in getting up I’ve
noon Mrs. A. W. Luedka, Mrs. Lawmet m yself going to bed.
Stearns bribing the Man at the Key
Mitchell Sheridan of Butte left Sun
hole to put his name in the column day for his home after visiting several rence Hauck, Mrs. C. H. Walfe, and |jje bought a load of lanterns and
Mrs. George V. Richards poured,
made us earn our keep;
. . . Kenneth Duff going to an un weeks in Missoula.
»
Guests included faculty members, sor- The bed bugs even starved to death
premeditated Athletic Board meeting.
Olive Steele and Kathryn Jennings
ority
housemothers
and
fraternity
and
we goi B0 n ttle sleep.
. . . Ruth Russell playing Russian returned Sunday from Dillon and
And talk about a driver! Two men
Bank. . . . Cheese Nelson'and Eliza Butte where they spent the week-end. sorority representatives.
-----------------------------I must fall and buck
beth Reifenrath doing the "Carloca"
Evelyn Spain and Margaret Morgan
A quarter section every day or they
. . . Jack Robinson lending out his were Sunday dinner guests a t ' the
were out of luck.
trumpet. . . . Edson G. Black (the old
Alpha Chi Omega house.
Now that was not so very hard as it
man of the mountain) dreaming he
James Carter and Donald Farnum
looks from where you sit,
was a heavyweight wrestler. . . . Dick
were dinner guests at the Delta Sigma
O’Malley looking for him self in the
For there the trees grew close enough
Lambda house Sunday.
picture "Flying Down to Rio” . . . Un
to chop one with each bit.
Saturday dinner guests at the Kappa
Identified Co-ed spilling a bottle of
--------------IAnd every cussed feller used both
Kappa Gamma house included Betty Praiseworthy
Career of
Former
ends of j,i8 swlngj
"perfume” at the Ellensburg game
McDonald of Anaconda and Mary
Student Receives Notice
And forests went like snowdrifts beGrizzly Track Aspirants working out
Jane Frey.
In Publication
| fore an early spring.
daily, rain or shine. . . . Bob Stans
Mary Cornwell, Gladys Avery and
berry rushing a very likely looking
And talk about your skidding;
Mary McGinley were guests at the
Robert “Boob” Fredricks, former
fellow in the Student Store. . . . Pearl
though, perhaps they lied,
Alpha Delta Pi house for dinner Sun student at the State University, has
Johnson explaining the process of
They said the trees were in the pond
day.
been appointed editor of The News in
“binding" wheat.
before the echo died.
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma Oklahoma City, according to recent
But I’ve seen one yoke skidding for
Nu house included Roy Bell, Bob Sev word received here.
Who Is Barrelhouse?
seven falling crews,
erance, Bernard
Shaholm, Allen
The Bandwagon, “a class publica
And Bunyan bought an iron mine to
We have decided that the only way Schwartz, Conde Shaw and Charles tion for Oklahomans,” honors him as
keep his stock in shoes.
for a girl to win a free coke is to Krebs.
follows: “Because he was recently
Delta Gamma held formal pledging appointed editor of The News in Okla We sure got out the round stuff, but
either walk on her hands around Main
still we were too slow,
hall clock or boldly place her right Sunday for Phyllis Ooas of Butte.
homa City, achieving that eminence of
And just a trick of Bunyan’s had
Jack Collins of Deer Lodge was a editorship via the newspaperman’s
pedal extremity firmly but forcibly
brought us all our woe.
against the nether portions of any fac Sunday guest at the Sigma Alpha Ep route: working his way from copy’Twas long, long and crooked skid
silon house.
ulty member.
reader to reporter to news editor to
roads that made our logging late.
Margaret Lehsou was a dinner guest [managing editor to editor; for dlrectWell, the Little Man was seen again at the Alpha Chi Omega house Friday. jng an effective war on ' city loan And Bunyan took his old B lue Ox and
pulled the skid roads straight.
Sunday. This time he had his two
Alpha Tau Omega announces the sharks during which his paper ex
little brothers with him. Among the pledging of Clifford Cline of Dillon. posed to the public many of the pred Now when you slick shod loggers call
this
here logging fast,
three they had a fair band, with the
Lewis Coriell was a Sunday dinner atory methods of these public nuis
Little Man playing trombone and his guest at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house. ances; because of his h ands off' It sure makes us old timers just
hanker tor the past.
two brothers tooting on clarinets. So
Jean Kountz was a dinner guest at policy in the recent mayorality cam
far we have found only a few who the Alpha Xi Delta house Saturday.
paign when he refused to cram 'slate
have ever seen this little “the morning
Dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha candidates’ down the public’s throat,
Some Logger
after” rascal but those who have seem Theta house Sunday wer& Nan Divel,
This is one of the Eastern
leaving the choice to the people and
to always catch a glimpse of him after Jean Evans, Helen Stewart, Rosemary their good judgement; for his gener
stories, but with numerous W est
leaving the neighborhood.
Reidy and Clara Max Struble.
ous attitude toward those who work
ern additions, chief of which is
Frances Smith was a Sunday dinner under him, giving his men ‘the breaks’ the introduction of Noah.
FREE COKE SECTION
guest at the Delta Delta Delta house. rather than assum ing personal glory
Today’s FREE COKE goes to CAL
In the pre-historic ages, e’re the
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Schofield, Ina for his paper’s triumphs; and finally,
EMERY for keeplhg a hnge rip In his
Swedes ruled Minnesota,
Brophy, and Marion Rusk* were din^ because he is a newspaper executive
pants concealed from the prying eyes
Fairest spot in all the Westland was
ner guests at the Alpha Xi Delta who is all newspaper, with no par
of the public for a whole day. If yon
the woodland of Dakota.
house Sunday.
ticular aptitude for public speaking or
want those pants fixed, Cal, “come up
’Twas a land of timbered ridges long
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma oratory, playing politics or indulging
and see me some time.’’
before the axe w as known,
Alpha Epsilon house included Doris him self overmuch in civic ballyhoo,
And there grew the largest timber on
and Dale Rankin.
and is quite content to let business
THINGS I REMEMBER
which the sun had ever shown.
Ruth and Betty Ann Polleys were men run their own businesses while
Remember when Elmer Link and a
Many tales are told about it, how it
few of his cronies stole the old sheep dinner guests at the Kappa Kappa he runs The News as a newspaper.”
grew so very high,
While attending school here Mr.
from his pen in back of the Science Gamma house Sunday.
That the tops were broke and shat
Kathryn Jennings was a Sunday Fredericks worked on the Kaimin and
laboratory? Well, they did and more
tered where they rubbed against the
excitement was never created in South dinner guest at the Delta Gamma later on the Missoulian. He then went
sky.
to Butte where he worked on both
hall since the eventful instance of the house.
And no man had ever ventured in that
the Standard and the Post and after
trumpet. In the still of the night
forest deep and dark
leaving Butte moved to San Francisco
North Hall
Link and his gang sneaked down to
Till old Noah got to thinking he would
Esther Lentz was the Sunday dinner where he worked on the San Fran
the sheep's sleeping quarters (do
build him self an ark.
cisco Examiner.
sheep sleep?) and, with much strain guest of Esther Swanson.
So he looked the timber over and
Leah Orvis was the dinner guest of
ing and puffing, managed to carry the
decided it would take.
animal from there to the dormitory. Eloise Ruffcorn on Saturday.
Every tree if he would carry every
Dorothy Ed’e r was the Sunday din
The funny part of the story is that
bird and beast and snake;
this poor animal was used for sci ner guest of Lois Knauff.
If b e could just get it yarded; there
Helen Ostendorf was the dinner
entific purposes and had experienced
he had a serious doubt,
probably every sort of disease known. guest of Audrey Graff on Monday.
Mrs. C. H. Clapp, recently appointed Till Paul Bunyan finally told him he
Betty McDonald of Anaconda was poet laureate ot the Federated
Well, naturally some place had to be
would get the round stuff out.
devised to keep him and where was the week-end guest of Mary Jane Women’s club of Montana, has 'an So he harnessed up his Blue Ox, took
there any better place than someone’s Frey.
nounced a statewide poetry contest
Phyllis Holmes was the dinner which she is sponsoring.
room? If any of you have ever slept
in a, room with a 99-year-old sheep guest of Lucille Thurston on Satur
There are two divisions, junior and
you can imagine the many terrors that day.
senior, with prizes being offered in
Mrs. Frank Hazelbaker was the both classifications. All under 18
can be experienced. One room espe
DRY CLEANERS
cially was thrown, into havoc when week-end guest of Mrs. Brantley.
years of age will enter the junior diPHONE S118
the sheep attempted to eat out the
Josephine Wilkins was the Sunday | vision, and others the senior, contest.
At the Fraternities and Sororities

J

R. T. Fredericks
Now Edits Paper
In Oklahoma City!

We do miss a lot of fun out our way, what with not having swarms
of locusts to eat up the crops, nor drouths nor volcanoes erupting. We
don’t even have many murders. But grasshoppers and hell week— ah,
what a com fort!
Only this morning the semi-annual Galahad dropped in to inquire
if we d seen the Holy Grail. Undoubtedly at this very moment some
body s brow is wet with honest sweat while he tries to locate Captain
Mulian; somebody s trying to find enough cigar butts along Higgins
avenue to fill up a coffee can; somebody’s chalking every fourth rail
road tie from here to Milltown, to say nothing of all those lusciously
unprintable numbers.
It s a wonderful institution, this hell week. We can readily under
stand how being waked up out of a sound sleep in the middle of the
night in order to go over to one’s fraternity house and fry like an
Mrs. C. H. Clapp
egg or wrestle with temptation would enable one to appreciate the
Sponsors Contest
dignity and beauty of his fraternity. What could inspire a feeling of
comradeship for one s fellow men more than pushing a peanut across
Van Buren bridge with one’s nose, at midnight? What red-blooded
man who has ever ridden a stick-horse down University avenue a
dawn can fail to carry with him forever the inspiration of the rose
touched hills, all washed with dew or something?
Then too, there are always the delightful possibilities of the un
foreseen, like happening to strangle somebody’s pet Angora in an
effort to bring back a dead cat- or a quart of blood., Hardly a year
passes in which somebody doesn’t get concussion of the brain or a
broken rib helping a tin bath tub up Waterworks hill or a red pine seat of one of the roomer’s best pair dinner guest ot Jeannette Gochenour The entrants may submit as many
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Thomas were poems as they desire and manuscripts
of pants. Never will I forget the look
down.
on Gene Lambert’s face when he woke
What a joy it is. as at night we close our eyes on the consciousness up and looked square into the sheep
of a day s work well done, to know that-we have riddled the pride of ish looking countenance of this ani
the already humble, succeeded in placing even the most hardy in the mal. Incidentally, Grant Kelleher
hospital with pneumonia and fractured the tailbones of our best should remember this night. Finally
after each room had been visited by
triends! Life is never too drab for the Greeks.
the sheep, Mr. Sparks, aroused by tele
phone and informed that a "giant
month on the expedition in which he
| dragon of some sort" had been lershot the photographs.
Irorizing South hall, forcibly removed
Views of the Valley of Ten Peaks,
the wooly creature back to its abode.
Lake Louise, Lake O'Hara and several
(Signed) JOHN F. SULLIVAN
An exhibit of photographs of moun mountains of Canada which he has
tain peaks In Glacier National park climbed, are also in the display.
KAPPA PSI MEETS TONIGHT
and the Canadian Rockies is now on
display in the Department of Fine
HILTON STUDIES AT OREGON
Kappa Psi’s first meeting of the
Arts. The equipment used in moun
winter quarter will be held at ' 8:15
tain scaling is also being shown, such
Charles Hilton, who taught fresh
as ice picks, shoes and poles. The man English and received his master’s o’clock tonight, Don Hurt, Trout
exhibit has been loaned by Rev. Con degree here last year, is studying part Creek, president of the local chapter,
rad Wallen of Havre, who gave a lec time at the University of Oregon at announced yesterday. All members
are urged to come, Hurt said, as the
ture at the Presbyterian church last Eugene.
1meeting is important.

Photographic Art
Is On D i s p l a y

PAUL BUNYAN

the Sunday dinner guests
Tooley and Evelyn Weydt.

the big logs on the run,
Never stopped for dinner, worked
right through from sun to sun.
Many logs he dogged together, took
three hundred turns a day;
Still old Noah hollered “Faster,” said
that snail’s pace didn’t pay.
Then old Bunyan got quite peevish,
sent the loggers all to camp;
Started hauling in the sections; he’d
put Noah on the tramp.
But he bragged a bit too early, tho
each day he hauled eight score.
Noah cleared them off by noontime
and sat down and yelled for more.
Paul got madder than a logger, cussed
and jumped upon his hat;
Noah was a domned slave driver, con
tract didn't call for that.
But old Noah only guyed him, called
h is ox a lazy slob.
Then to keep Paul Bunyan working
put a bonus on the job.
Next Paul hooked upon a township
and the ox pulled with a w ill,
But the cable only parted when it
caught upon a hill;
Broke in twenty-seven pieces; the
Blue Ox sure had the power;
Then Paul set his splicing record,
tw enty-six within an hour.
But he never got discouraged, he
would show old Noah that
A true logger' always finished any
thing he started at.
So he hooked onto the ridges, pulled
them all into the mill;
Then they say of real hard labor Noah
finally got his fill.
Thus the task was finally finished,
nor was that the only gain;
Naught was left in the Dakotas but a
large and level plain
Save in ju st two places only, where
the logging had begun.
And where all the refuse ridges were
left drying in the sun.
First is called the Black H ills district,
there the ancient land still stands,
And the pile of broken ridges is Da
kota’s famed Bad Lands.

Former Instructor
Has Chicago Job
Alice Hancock, former instructor
and graduate of the Department ot
English here, is acting on a committee
of seven inspectors of the libraries in
the suburbs of Chicago. The friend
with whom she lives, Nellie Woodard,
a graduate of the Department of Psy
chology a t the State University, is do
ing psychiatric work for th e State of
Illinois and has been giving a series
of talks on “Juvenile Delinquency
Work” before the Women’s clubs of
Chicago.
C. H. RIEDELL TO GIVE
FOURTH ART TALK TODAY
Professor C. H. Riedell of the De
partment of Fine Arts will give the
fourth of his second series of lectures
to the grade school teachers this after
noon at 4 o'clock at the Roosevelt
school. His topic will be “The Last
Great Period When Men Acted as a
Group—Gothic Art in France and
England.”
Wednesday at 4 o’clock he w ill dis
cuss "The Development of House
Furnishings” before the Orchard
Homes Women's club, in the Orchard
Homes clubhouse.

Missoula Laundry Co.

Hat Blocking

Rug Cleaning

of

Sue should be unsigned, with the name of
the. author and title of the poems on
a separate sheet of paper accompany
Corbin Hall
ing the poems.
Alma Phelan spent the week-end at
All manuscripts should be mailed to
her home in Butte*
Mrs. Clapp, 661 University avenue, be- EE
LAST TIKES TODAY!
Mrs. Frank Hazelbaker of Dillon Ifore the contest closes
June 1.
was the Sunday dinner guest of Mrs.
---------------------------- Turner.
LILLARD TEACHES IN COLLEGE __
Virginia Connolly and Louise Voor--------=
hees were the dinner guests of Phyllis
Richard Lillard, who received his EE
A Great Musical
Kiggins on Sunday.
| master’s degree from the State Uni- ~
Extravaganza
Hope Mathews was the Sunday din- versity in 1931, is now teaching in EE
ner guest of Sara Miles.
Los Angeles Junior college. He has ~ j
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
Ullaine Sullivan was the dinner made an abridged version of his thesis, | EES
guest of Alene Warner on Friday.
which has been accepted for publics- i EE
Lucile Bakker was the dinner guest tion in Publications of the Modern ~
of Fern Flightner on Sunday.
Language association.
EE
Chaperons at the tea given by Cor----------=------------------ss
What a Surprise Hit
bin hall last Sunday included Dr. and
Sigma Kappa announces the pledg- EE
This One Is!
Mrs. M. J. Elrod, Dr. and Mrs. W. E. ing of Josephine Blair of Virginia s s
Sclireiber, Prof, and Mrs. W. E. Mad-1 City.

■ NEWWILMA

H “Flying Down
I
to Rio”

“Convention
City”

RIALTO
iAST TIMES TONIGHT!

“SON OF
KONG”
B iggest of Real
Thrillers!
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

Ruth Chatterton
“FEMALE”
IOc Always 2 5 c
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Montana Squad Divides
Series With Ellensburg
Normal Basket Tossers
Grizzlies Nose Out Invaders By 3 4-33 Count in First Contest But Drop
Second Encounter By Decisive Score; Visitors Display
Flashy Style o f Play for Fans

THE MONTANA KAI MIN

Page Three

Two Fraternities
Lead Intramural
Bowling League

Independent Hoop
B o x e r s to Start
Hot Games
Tourney Is Begun
Elimination Bouts
Are Played
For Tournament!
In Tourney

Sporty Vents
The Grizzlies have but a few days
left in which to get ready for their
second game with the Miners, after
having split a brace of games with
Ellensburg Normal last Friday and
Saturday. The Grizzlies looked good
in their first struggle with the Normal
but the first squad looked like an
army of wooden soldiers the second
night.
o-o
*

Playing wide-awake basketball the first night and then lapsing into
They m eet the Miners In Butte this
a ragged performance in the second game, the Montana Grizzlies split
two games here Friday and Saturday with the strong Ellensburg Nor coming Thursday, and that game will
give Coach Lewandowskl’s men plenty
mal club. In the first game, the Grizzlies guarded well and flipped
accurate tosses to nose out the Nor-S------:--------- —------------------------------------malltes, 34-33, and then went down j the previous night, was sadly oft form
under the polished playing o f the and fell behind. The seconds did betBllensburg quint, 34-26, in the second ter against the visitors than did the
first team
contest
The game was very rough, and
Piling up a six-point lead at the
half and extending it until fast pass- ™auy *0U'8 were ca" e<* on both teams.
Ing and good shooting brought thep'**ens*)ur® ^ fairly w ell in convertNormal quint up, the Grizzlies nosed Iin* thelr shots, but the Grizzlies were
out Ellensburg Friday evening, 34-33, p M’ *ai'*"S to connect with m ost of
when John Holl, the big center for their « lft 8hots- Th« first stages of
the Invaders, failed to convert both of u ,e «ame went evenIy' with "either
bis free throws in the final six s e c - l leam showing too much in an offenonds of play. With the score 34-32, sive way. Then the Ellensburg regHoll tried two gift shots, converting
the first and missing the second.
Monte Reynolds leaped high to grab
the ball and hold it until the gun
ended the game.

ulars pulle<* away and from then on
were never in danger.
Clever passing and accurate shoot
ing spelled defeat for Montana, Case,
Sesby, Holl, Sill and Hoch playing
superior ball to put Ellensburg ahead.
Rally Falls Short
That fiv.e-man aggregation put on a
With the Grizzlies ahead by a 30-17 fine show, handling and shooting the
count, the Normalltes put on a daz ball in excellent style. None of the
zling rally that left the Montana club Grizzly first-stringers were able to
gasping. Case, Sesby and Hoch were cope with the invaders, and the subthe leaders of the last-period rally, L titutes showed up much better, with
sinking several shots in the last eight giagtic, H eller and Rhinehart playing
minutes to bring Ellensburg close t o !wen Lineup and summary:
Montana.
Then Holl missed his
Grizzlies (26)
FG FT PF Pts.
chance and the Grizzlies saved their Brown, f .................. ..... 3
0
3
6
lead.
Erickson, f .............. ..... 0
2
2
2
Captain Bill Erickson was again the Dahlberg, c ........
..... 0
0 1
o
leading scorer, tossin g 14 points to Hileman, g ............. ..... 1
1 1
3
lead both teams. His running mate, Reynolds, g ............ ..... 0
1
0
o
Jimmy Brown, helped him along with BJastlc, f .................. ..... 3
0
0
6
eight points, while A1 H eller, playing Flanagan, f ............ ...... 1
0
4
2
center, scored six. Hileman and Reyn Heller, c ........ ......... ..... 2
0
0
4
olds put on a strong-man act at the Rhinehart, g .......... ..... 1
0 3
2
guard positions, stopping many El Holloway, g ............ ..... 0
1
2 1
lensburg scoring attempts.
Holl,
Sesby and Sill were the outstanding
4 17 26
Totals .... ................ ..... 11
Ellensburg tossers, and Case was in
Ellensburg (34)
FG 'T PF Pt-s.
form to lead the invaders in scoring Case, f ...................... ..... 3
6
2 12
with 12 points. Lineup and summary: Sesby, f .................... ..... 5
1
3 11
Grizzlies (84)
FG FT PF Pts. Holl, c .............. ........
Brown, f .....................
3 2 0
8 Sill, g ........................
Erickson, f ...................... 6 2 2 14 Hoch, g ....................
Heller, c ............
3 0 0
6
Reynolds, g ................... 2 0 2
4
Hileman, g ...............
0 2 3
2
Referee— Porter.
Dahlberg, c ................... 0 0 0
0
Rhinehart, g ................. 0 0 1 0
Holloway, g ................... 0 0 0
0
Totals ........................... 14 6: 8 3 4 1
Ellensburg’ (88)
FG FT PF Pts.
Case, f ............................. 6 0 4 12
Hadley, f ........................... 0
0 1 0 ]
Denslow, c ..................... 0 0 0
0
1 1 6
Sill, g ............................ . 2
Hoch, g ........................... 4
1 1 9
0
3!
Holl, c ............................. 1 1
Sesby, f ........................... 2
0
141
Nelson, f ..................... ;... o
0
0
0!
Totals ........................... 15
Referee—Elliot.
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8
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......0
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0
2
1

1
1
3

0
6
5
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Sigma Nu and Sigma Chi Teams
Are Tied In Second Round
Of Tournament

Two

Tltleholders Will Meet Winners In M
Club Card to Be Held
February 21

B attles Fought Last Night;
South Hall Tennis Organized

West wing, South hall, and the Mis

Phi Delt Quint Leads Fraternity
soula Independents emerged victors in
Basketball League; A. T. 0 .
two hard fought battles last evening
Aspirants to the boxing titles a t the
Sigma Nu No. 1 and Sigma Chi
Is In Second Place
| State University w ill be paired for the opening the Independent schedule.

are tied for leadership of the Interfraternity Bowling league at the end
of the second round, each team hav
ing won five games and lost one. Phi
Delta Theta holds third place with
four wins and two losses.

to think about. They have a oneThree matches were rolled Sunday
game lead over the Miners, and the with Sigma Nu No. 1 defeating the
Butte squad will be out tor a Grizzly faculty pin smashers two gam es out
pelt In no uncertain terms.
of three. Game scores were: Sigma
o-o
Nus, 882, 931, 817; faculty, 668, 868,
Then too, a game at Butte Is always 821. Rand rolled 665 for the Sigma
hard to win, what with the rabid fans, Nus to take high three game honors
officials and several other things. of the afternoon. Ramskill of the
The Grizzlies have a tough game and faculty was high individual game
scorer with 209 pins. Sigma Chi de
will have to be in trim to win.
feated the Sigma Nu No. 2 team two
o-o
Quite a squabble was kicked up for games to one. Sigma Chi game scores
were
793, 734, 783. Sigma Nu scores
a w hile over the matter of who would
referee. After considerable arguing were 712, 778, 728. Jacobs, Sigma
it was decided to have two officials Chi, rolled 502 for high three game
on the floor, and so Val Glynn, a for total and Schell of the same team
mer Golden Bobcat, and Beary, a rolled 181 for the high individual
Mines enthusiast, were obtained to game.
work the contest.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon copped two
o-o
games from Phi Delta Theta scoring
From Butte, the Grizzlies travel to 787, 761 and 800 to the Phi Delts’
Dillon the next night to meet the 690, 723, 826.
Hazelbaker, of the
Montana State Normal College, which S. A. E.s, rolled 193 for high single
has a good club this year. The Normal game, and 549 for the high three
team has put down some good com game total.
petition and lias played som e flue
All men bowling less than 150 pins
basketball against some heavy opposi
per game are given a handicap deter
tion. Saturday night will find the
mined by the scores made in the pre
Grizzlies In Pocatello, Idaho, playing
vious week’s competition.
the University of Idaho, Southern
Team standings to date are:
Branch.
Won Lost Pet.
o-o
Sigma Nu, No. 1 ...................5 1 .833
Oregon State and Oregon seem to be
Sigma Chi ............................5
1 .833
the outstanding hoop squads on the
Phi Delta T h e ta ...................4 2 .666
coast this season, with Washington
Sigma "Alpha E p s ilo n ....... 2
4 .333
again having a good club. Oregon
Faculty ................................. 1
2 .333
State, last year’s tltleholders, miss
Sigma Nu, No. 2 ...................1 6 .166
their all-American Ed Roberts, but
they hare two of the finest ball-hawks
Alpha Chi Omega sorority held ini
in the circuit in “Skeet” O’Connell
tiation for Ruth Hiers of Miles City
and George Hibbard. Last year the
last week.
Beavers took the deciding series from
Southern California’s all-star club, to
win the conference title.
o-o
To do this keep your clothes
W restling eliminations w ill be start
ed next week, and all men who want pressed and cleaned. Send them in
to us for reasonable repair.
to enter the tourney must get in touch
with Instructor Augie Vidro and ar
range dates for weighing in.

Always Look Neat

Harry’s Tailor Shop

Phi Delta Theta scoring a stunning
victory over Sigma Alpha Epsilon Sat
urday, 27-15, remained on top of the
Interfraternity basketball race with a
clean slate of three wins, closely fol
lowed by Alpha Tau Omega with three
wins and one loss. Sigma Chi ranks
third with two wins and one defeat.
Better teamwork and accuracy on the
part of all teams are making the class
of basketball outstanding.
S. A. E. Wins
Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s all-freshman
team found its stride for a few brief
moments in the second half to sink
Sigma Phi Epsilon beneath a barrage
of baskets, 26-19. Smith, S. A. E., was
high point man with 11 points, closely
followed by Taylor, S. P. E. forward,
with nine.
D. S. L. Cops
Delta Sigma Lambda h it the hoop
with astonishing consistency through
out to defeat the Sigma Nu quintet,
19-13. Scoring for the victors was
pretty evenly divided with every man
but one of the seven players used,
scoring. Miller was high point man
with seven points, with Baker, Sigma
Nu, runnerup with five.
Phi Delts Romp
Phi Delta Theta was able to show
a scoring punch in the pinches too
often for an erratic S. A. E. team to
perform as effectively as its list of
stars warranted.
Displaying great
promise but a deplorable lack of team
work and no eye for the basket, the
S. A. E. frosh trailed from the s ta r t

first of the elimination matches to be
started Friday, January 26, the elim
inations being held to determine op
ponents for the champions in the an
nual M Club tournament which w ill be
held February £1.
The bouts w ill be staged each
morning and afternoon at 11 and 4
o’clock respectively in the regulat
boxing classes under the direction of
Bob Prendergast, State University
boxing instructor. The winner of the
first round bouts w ill advance to the
second, and the winner of each, suc
ceeding match w ill be advanced until
an opponent is obtained.
Forty-eight men had weighed in for
the fights by Monday and several
more entrants are expected by the
time the elimination matches start.
Tltleholders in the various weights
at the present time are: Melvin Akin
featherweight; Bob Prendergast, ban
tamweight;
Jimmy 'Brown, light
weight; Hubert Zemke, middleweight
Rex Henningsen, welterw eight; Felix
Noyes, Phi Delt, led the sharpshoot
ers with 7 points, with teammates
Crowley, Rathert and H askell, and
S. A. E. forwards Higham and Frltsen
all sinking tw o baskets each for run
nerup honors.

W est defeated East wing, 28-23, in an
overtime game, the score a t the end
of the regular playing time being tied
at 22 all. Sherlck h it the hoop for
11 points to lead the victors, with
Frank Shaw making six for the losers.
Wests proved too strong in the closing
canto scoring six points and holding
their opponents to a single marker.
The Co-op club held down the Mis
soula Independents effectively until
the second "-half when Berry, Inde
pendents, was able to get loose con
sistently and score from beneath the
basket. Dick Shaw showed for the
winners. Berry was high point man
of the game with 12 points, Haines,
Co-op club, scoring 8.
Hardison, light-heavyweight, and Rod
McCall, heavyweight. Akin and Hard
ison are not in school and w ill leave
their weights open, w hile Prendergast
is the instructor.

5-Hour Service
— at the —

Master Cleaners
and Dyers

We offer a m agnificent profusion
of ornamental

Hair Bandeaus
in exquisite bejeweled patterns and a t prices
that will make them instantly popular.

SPENCER
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED

CORSETS
Phone for a Free Figure Study

Mrs. Clara E. Andrews

RHINESTONE BRACELETS
AND EARRINGS

B. & H.
JEWELRY
Corner of Main and Higgins

Phone 2406

~tie ciaare/te thdfs
me cimreue

EUensbnrg Cops Second
Ellensburg Normal’s five-man squad |
went almost the entire route Saturday
night to defeat the Grizzlies in . the |
second game of the series, 34-26, dls- j
playing a superior brand of ball in al
most every phase of the game. Mon
tana's first string, which did so well

sta te it

Phone 2442

as o u r honest belief th at the

RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
BEAUTY PARLOR

tobaccos used in Chesterfield

136 Higgins Ave.

are of finer quality—and hence

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

of b e tte r taste —than in any
o th er cigarette a t the price.
A Complete Banking
Service

LIG G ETT & M YERS TOBACCO COMPANY

THE

1

WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK

j
|

Missoula, Montana

No “Budget Strain”
FROM OUR PRICES

No Dissatisfaction
FROM OUR QUALITY

nesterficld

DaCo Meats
Mean

High-Class Meats

J. R. DAILY CO.

•j ust liy th em

Phone 2181
) 1954, Liggett & M vm T obacco Co*
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Second Book
Of Tetralogy
Given Praise
Vardis Fisher Compared to Dreiser
In Time’s Criticism
Of Novel
"U. S. critics will be speaking of
Idaho's Vardis Fisher in the same
breath with Indiana's Theodore Dreis
er. No less honestly candid than
Dreiser but a more artful writer,
Author Fisher intends his four-decker
hovel to be an honest book." TTiat is
tlie way in which Time, national news
magazine, in its January 1 issue
speaks of Fisher, who served as an
Instructor in the Department of Eng
lish at the State University during the
past quarter. He has also been a
member of the University faculty dur
ing several summer sessions.
The magazine devotes approximate
ly two full columns to a review of
"Passions Spin the Plot,” the second
of four books of Fisher’s tetralogy,
and a brief biographical sketch of the
author.
Fisher spent several years teaching
English at Utah and New York uni
versities. His first novel, "Toilers of
the Hills," met with little success and
when the first volume of his tetralogy,
“In Tragic Life” was begun, eastern
publishers would not accept it. Caxton Printers, Ltd., of Caldwell, Idaho,
brought it out and critics took a sud
den interest. Doubleday, Doran and
Company are co-sponsors of the sec
ond book.
Autographed copies of "Passions
Spin the Plot” may be secured from
Prof. H. G. Merriam, head of the De
partment of English.

Schools to Receive
Contest Information
.11embers Paying Association
Eligible to Compete

Dues

Information concerning the annual
contest for high school papers held I
each year during Interscholastic
Track Meet will be mailed this month
to all high schools in Montana. Entry
blanks will be sent to members of the
Montana Interscholastic Editorial as-!
sociation some time next month.
Any high school which pays the
annual dues to the association may
enter its paper in the contest. The
papers are grouped in four divisions;
the classification is based on the size
of the student body and whether tlie
paper is printed or mimeographed.
Delegates to the association meeting
are considered the same as partic
ipants in any of the track events and
receive the contestants’ privileges, if
they are included by their school in
its quota of delegates.

LOST

Notices

|New Books Added Madeline Bonner
To Browsing Shelf Shoots 96 Score

Alpha Kappa Psi will hold pledging
Famous Authors Are Listed In Latest
Wednesday at 3 o’clock in Professor
Addition to Library
Sanford's office.
Among the new books that have
There will be a meeting of Spurs
been added to the Browsing Shelf in
and Bear Paws Wednesday evening at]
the Library are Vardis Fisher's new
7:30 o’clock in Main hall, 107. Im-!
novel, "Passions Spin the Plot,” and
portant.
| "Beyond Law,” by Frank Bird Linderman.
There will be a Joint meeting of
■Well-known authors In the group
Theta Sigma Phi and Sigma Delta Chi
this evening at 7:30 o'clock in the are Havelock E llis ("The World of
Dreams"), Robinson Jeffers ("Give
Journalism Shack. Prof. H. K. Snell
will speak on “A Resume of Economic Your Heart to the Hawks”), David
Lloyd George
(“War Memoirs"),
Changes in 1933.”
Thomas Mann (“Past Masters"), Som
All seniors must put their activity erset Maugham (“Ah King”), Eugene
(“Ah Wilderness”), John
lists in the box in the hall of the Stu- O’Neill
dent’s store by Thursday, January 25. Strachey (“The Menace of Fascism ”),
and H. G. Wells (“The Shape of
Interfraternity council will meet to Things to Come").
morrow evening at the Sigma Nu
Other books are “King Edward VII,”
house.
by E. F. Benson; “Book of Talbot,”
by Violet Clifton; "Homecoming,” by
The students who are taking part Floyd Dell; "Union Square,” by Al
in the quadrille for the Frontier dance bert Harper; "Sidney and Beatrice
are to meet at 7:30 o’clock Wednes Webb,” by Mary Hamilton; “Germany
day night in the women's gym. Please Enters the Third Reich,” by Calvin B.
wear rubber soled shoes.
Hoover; “What Would Be the Char
acter of a New War?” by the Inter
Independent women who wish to b e)
parliamentary union; “Last Poems,”
in the Barb act for Varsity Vodvil, or
by D. H, Lawrence; “Great Men of
to assist in its production, m ust be
Science," by Phillip Lenard; “Talin the foyer of the Little Theatre ati
ifer," by E. A. Robinson; “Death of a
8 o’clock tonight.
World,” by Romain Roll and; “First
World War,” by Lawrence Stallings;
“Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas,”
and “Three Lives,” by Gertrude Stein;
“The Limitations of Science," by J.
W. N. Sullivan; and “Collected Prose,"
Dates for the women’s basketball by Elinor Wylie.
tournaments were announced yester
day by Virginia Bode, Butte, basket-i
ball manager.
Inter-sorority games will be played i
February 15, 20, 22, 27 and March 1; I
the interclass tournament February
Senior activity lists have not been
26 and 28; the lnterhali games, Febru coming in as soon as they should and
ary 21.
as there is only a little time left,
Dates for the ping pong tournament seniors are urged to turn them in
have not been definitely decided upon immediately.
but it will be some time next month.
A box has been placed in the hall
of the Student store in which the
Raymond Enyart, ’31, is teaching lists may be placed. All lists must be
in by Thursday, January 25.
short story writing in Butte.

Tournament Dates
S e t fo r Women

Activity List Box
In Student Store

In Rifle Match
Garden City Team Takes First Honors
In Second Contest
Of Series
Madeline Bonner, Whitefish, of the
University women’s rifle team, shot a
score of 96 Thursday night in the sec
ond of a series of three matches being
held at the R. O. T. C. range. Miss
Bonner’s score was surpassed by only
a few of the male marksmen.
Thomas Russell of the Garden City
Rifle club first team, shot a score of
99 and won the medal for high score
in the match. Byron Price, Laurel,
of the University men’s team, was
winner of the first match.
The Garden City Rifle club took
first team honors, counting 584 for the
six-man team. The other scores were:
Forest Service Rifle club, 567; Com
pany A, Fort Missoula, 666; Univer
sity Men, 555; Garden City No. 2, 545;
Company C, 535; Company B, 527;
University Women, 521; American
Legion, 505.
Contestants Thursday evening had
the option of firing in the kneeling or
sitting posltfons. In the final match,
to be held Thursday evening, January
25, the men will be required to shoot
from the standing position while the
women are given the advantage of
shooting another round in the sitting
or kneeling position.
A gold medal will be presented the
marksman that is high for all posi
tions; prone, sitting or kneeling, and
Standing.
Captain A. E. Rothermich said that
Miss Bonner has a good chance of
winning the gold medal even though
Russell has an average of 99 and John

OUR WORK
Is Our Best Recommendation

Metropole Barber Shop;
Basement B. & H. Jewelry S to re!

Department of Economics will speak
Fraternity President G. D. Shallenberger
on “A Resume of Economic Changes
To Give Address jin 1933.” Professional meetings are
Is Campus Visitor
held by the two groups several times
"Education by Radio,” will be the
Beezer Inspects Montana subject of an addrSss to be delivered
Phi Delta Phi Chapter
by Prof. G. D. Shallenberger at a
meeting of the American Association
Arnold Beezer, Seattle, Wash., prov of University Professors January ,26
ince president of Phi Delta Phi, inter at the University church. Dinner, for
national honorary legal fraternity for which there will be a charge of 50
men, was a visitor on this campus cents a plate, will be served at 6
last week.
o’clock and the program will be di
Mr. Beezer was here to inspect the
rectly afterwards.
Montana*chapter of Phi Delta Phi. He
Prof. E. E. Bennett, secretary of the
said this chapter was in very good association, says that all who plan to
condition and commented very favor
attend - should notify him before 4
ably on its advancement in the past o’clock Thursday. The time of the
few years, according to Joe McCaffery, dinner has been advanced from 6:30
president of the local chapter.
to 6 o'clock for those who wish to
attend the Frontier dance later in the
RICHARDS PUBLISHES
evening.
ARTICLE ON PHARMACY

each quarter.

Arnold

Professor Leon Richards has writ
ten an article, "Relationship of Pre
scription Incompatibilities to Pharm
acy," for the Journal of the Pharm
aceutical Association, a monthly mag
azine published in Baltimore, Md. The
Pharmaceutical association is the
chief association of pharmacists.

JOURNALISM FRATERNITIES
TO HAVE JOINT MEETING

RADIO POSITIONS SECURED
Edward Cooney, Butte, student at
the State University, has obtained a
position as announcer at KGVO.
Charles Dodge, Missoula, former stu
dent, has been appointed morning an
nouncer.

siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii

| We Win J
££ the confidence of our customers r
j- through fair dealings and good £
5 merchandise. Give us a trial.
s

I U N IV ER SIT Y I
1 GROCERY |

Members of Sigma Delta Chi and
Red & White Store
=
Theta Sigma Phi, professional journal E
ism fraternities for men and women, nmmmimiiiiiiimmiiiimmiiiimiiiiin
will hold a joint meeting tonight in
the Journalism building, Jane Tucker
and Stanley H ill, presidents of the
E B e a u tifu l
Iorganizations, have announced.
Carlson an average of 98, because
Professor Hampton K. Snell of the
R e m a in Y o u n g
Miss Bonner will shoot sitting next
time and the men w ill shoot standing.
On the University women’s rifle
team, Virginia Bode, Butte, was sec
/
ond with an 89. Lincoln Landall,
Brockton, Mass., was high scorer for
the University men with a 95; Howard
J FOR YOUR
Doyle, Atlanta, Ga., was a close sec
ond with a 93.
COMPLEXION

*
!

Garden
C o u rt

“j

INDISPENSABLE
The use of electric lighting has brought us to the point
where we could not go on without it. There is no
excuse for straining our eyes when Edison Mazda lamps
can be had at low cost. Save 10 per cent; buy by the
carton.

The Montana Power Co.

1

( ClEANSING^i
COLD
rmlm»
CREAM

f

Harkness Drug

Lucky Strike deju /lypacked cigarette
no loose ends

AND FOUND

Always the finest tobaccos and
only the center leaves are pur
chased for Lucky Strike cigar
ettes. We don’t buy top leaves
— because those are under
developed. And not the bottom
leaves—because those are inferior
in quality. The center leaves—for
which farmers are paid higher
prices—are the mildest leaves.
And only center leaves are used
in making Luckies—so round, so
firm—free from loose ends. That’s
why every Lucky draws easily,
burns evenly—and is always mild
and smooth. ■Then, too—“I t’s
toasted”—for throat protection
—for finer taste.

FOUND — OVERCOAT AT ELKS’
Temple after Barristers'. May be
had at Kaimin office by paying for
t hIs ad.

TYPEWRITERS
Reduced Prices
on Portables
See Us at Our New Location—
119 EAST BROADWAY

Lister T ype writer
Service

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms S and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

Lucky Strike presents the
Metropolitan Opera Company

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Filled
205 Montana Block

Saturday at I15 5 P .M ., Eastern Standard Time,
over Red and Blue Networks o f N B C , L U C K Y
S T R I R E will broadcast the Metropolitan Opera Com

DR. A. G. WHALEY

pany o f New Y o rk in the complete Opera, "A ld a” .

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

BORG JEWELRY &
OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg. Optometrist

leaves—they're under-developed

A lw a ys the F inest Tobacco

usr

Copyright. 1934, The American Tobacco Company,

a n d only the C enter L eaves

The Creamofthe Crop
N O T the bottom leaves—they’re inferior in quality

